Chapter 2

Compound Statements

This chapter describes logical English for statements that are made from one or
more simpler statements. Such statements are called compound statements. They
are formed using words and phrases called statement connectives. Some of those
connectives are said to be truth functional. Logical English abbreviations for the
most important truth functional statement connectives are introduced here. The role
of parentheses to reduce ambiguity is also discussed. After studying this material
you should be able to transform truth functional compound statements between
(ordinary) English and logical English and use parentheses and conventions for
dropping them.
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Truth Functional Connectives

Definition 1. A statement connective is a word or phrase used to construct complex
statements out of simpler statements.
Example 1. The statement connective “not” and the statement “John is tall.” can be
used to construct the more complex statement “John is not tall.” The connective
“and” can be used with the statements “John is tall” and “Carol is thin.” to form the
statement “John is tall and Carol is thin.”
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2 Compound Statements

There are many statement connectives in English. The ones that are important here are said to be ‘truth functional’. A statement connective is truth functional if and only if the truth value (true or false) of a compound statement
made using it can be determined from knowledge of just the truth values of its
component statements, without knowing anything about their meanings. Truth
functionality will be discussed in detail in later chapters. In logical English
symbols are often used in place of truth functional connectives. Several different sets of symbols for connectives are in common use. The set that will be used
here is described below.
Approximate English Meaning

Logic Symbol

Name of Symbol

not
and
inclusive or (i.e. and/or)
if…then…
if and only if

~
∧
∨
→
↔

tilde
up wedge
wedge
right arrow
double arrow

In the following definition L represents the statement on the left, and R represents the statement on the right. Note that L and R can themselves be atomic or
compound.
Definition 2. Suppose L and R represent statements. Then:
(a) ‘Not R’ is called the negation of R, abbreviated ‘(~R)’.
(b) ‘L and R’ is called the conjunction of L with R, abbreviated ‘(L ∧ R)’. L and R
are its conjuncts.
(c) ‘L or R’ is called the disjunction of L with R, abbreviated ‘(L ∨ R)’. L and R
are its disjuncts.
(d) ‘If L then R’ is called the conditional of L with R, abbreviated ‘(L → R)’. L is
called the antecedent of the conditional, and R is called the consequent of the
conditional.
(e) ‘L if and only if R’ is called the biconditional (or the equivalence) of L with R,
abbreviated ‘(L ↔ R)’. L and R are its components.
Recall that in Chapter 1 atomic statements could be represented in logical
English by single capital letters followed by a list of names and definite descriptions in parentheses. In this chapter we are not concerned with the names and
descriptions. Consequently, here both atomic and compound statements will often
be represented by single capital letters of the alphabet, without lists in parentheses.
The use of single capital letters without lists in parentheses is not necessary. It is
simply a space saving measure. Moreover, it is not necessary to use the abbreviations given above for sentential connectives. In real life, things are usually more
complicated than in the examples given here and space saving may be less important than remembering what abbreviation goes with which English statement. In
those cases you may be better off using less abbreviated notations.

2.1 Truth Functional Connectives
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Example 2. Logical English for connectives
Grammatical
category

English

Logical English

atomic statement

John is asleep.

A
S(j)
JSleep

atomic statement

Today is Monday.

M
Mon

atomic statement

d = 7.

D
D7

negation

John is not asleep.

(~A)
(not A)
(~S(j))
(~JSleep)

conjunction

John is asleep and today is Monday.

(A ∧ M)
(S(j) ∧ Mon)
(A and M)
(JSleep ∧ Mon)

conditional

If today is Monday then d = 7.

(M → D)
(Mon → D7)

conditional

If John is asleep then today is Monday.

(A → M)
(If A then M)
(JSleep → Mon)

equivalence

John is asleep if and only if today is Monday.

(A ↔ M)
(Jsleep ↔ Mon)

Learning to represent the logical structure of compound English statements using
logical English is best done by seeing many examples and then practicing yourself.
Example 3. Logical English for different English statements
Recall that in English there are usually many different ways to say approximately the
same thing, i.e. there are many sentences that have approximately the same meaning.
Consequently, even if two sentences have slightly different meanings, they may be represented by the same logical English abbreviation, provided that the difference in meaning does not affect truth values. For example, ‘It is raining but I am dry.’ can be
represented by the same abbreviation as ‘It is raining and I am dry.’ because the slight
difference in meaning between the two sentences has no affect on how the truth value
of either depends on the truth value of ‘It is raining’ and the truth value of ‘I am dry’.
Suppose that M represents ‘Today is Monday.’ and T represents ‘Taxes are due.’
Some sentences that can be represented by ‘(~M)’ are:
(a) Today is not Monday.
(b) It is not the case that today is Monday.
(c) It is false that today is Monday.
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Some English statements that can be represented by ‘(M ∧ T)’ are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Today is Monday and taxes are due.
It is the case that today is Monday and that taxes are due.
Today is Monday even though taxes are due.
Although today is Monday, taxes are due.
Today is Monday but taxes are due.
Today is Monday although taxes are due.

Note that ‘Taxes are due and today is Monday’ would be represented by (T ∧ M),
not by (M ∧ T). The order in which things are said is often important and should
be preserved where possible, even when the meaning of two differently ordered
abbreviations is the same.
Some English sentences that can be represented by ‘(M ∨ T)’ are:
(a) Today is Monday or taxes are due.
(b) It is the case that today is Monday or that taxes are due.
(c) Either today is Monday or taxes are due or both.
In English there are two logically different uses of ‘or’, the inclusive use and the
exclusive use. Some languages have two separate words for these two meanings. In
logical English the word ‘or’ and the symbol ‘∨’ are used to represents the inclusive
use where ‘P ∨ Q’ means ‘P or Q or both P and Q’. The English word ‘xor’ is
sometimes used to represent the exclusive sense of ‘or’ as in ‘P or Q but not both
P and Q’. It can also be expressed by ‘(P ∨ Q) ∧ ~(P ∧ Q)’.
Some English sentences that can be represented by ‘(M → T)’ are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

If today is Monday then taxes are due.
If today is Monday, taxes are due.
Provided that today is Monday, taxes are due.
Taxes are due if today is Monday.
In case today is Monday, taxes are due.

In general, if ‘(M → T)’ is true then we say that M is a sufficient condition for
T and that T is a necessary condition for M. Some more English sentences that can
be represented by ‘(M → T)’ are:
(f) Today being Monday is a sufficient condition for taxes to be due.
(g) Taxes being due is a necessary condition for today to be Monday.
Some English sentences that can be represented by ‘(M ↔ T)’ are:
(a) Today is Monday if and only if taxes are due
(b) Today’s being Monday is a necessary and sufficient condition for taxes being due.
(c) Today is Monday just in case taxes are due.

2.2 Statements with Multiple Connectives

2.2
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Statements with Multiple Connectives

Ambiguity can result when a statement has more than one connective if the scope
to which each connective applies is not clear. For example, a statement of the form
‘P and Q or R’ could be understood as ‘P and (Q or R)’ or as ‘(P and Q) or R’.
These two forms are not equivalent. Parentheses can be used to disambiguate
otherwise ambiguous statement forms. In logic parentheses are used in the same
way they are used in mathematics, i.e. work from the inside out.
Example 4. Statements with multiple connectives
English

Logical English

Today is Monday.
Taxes are due.
Today is Friday.
Joe is happy.
Joe is broke.

M
T
F
H
B

(a) Today is Monday or Today is Friday, but not both.
(b) If today is Monday then today is not Friday.
(c) If today is not Monday then Joe is not happy.
(d) Joe is happy if and only if taxes are not due.
(e) If Joe is happy and Joe is broke then taxes are not due.
(f) If Joe is broke then Joe is happy just in case today
is Friday.
(g) If today is neither Monday nor Friday then Joe
is neither happy nor broke.

((M ∨ F) ∧ ~(M ∧ F))
M → (~F))
((~M) → (~H))
(H ↔ (~T))
((H ∧ B) → (~T))
(B → (H ↔ F))
(((~M) ∧ (~F)) → ((~H) ∧ (~B)))

Exercise 1. For each part, identify the missing grammatical category and use the
logic notation described below to transform the English statements into logical
English.
Grammatical category

English

Logical English

atomic statement
atomic statement
atomic statement

a = 3.
b = 5.
a + b = 8.

A
B
C

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

not (a = 3).
not (b = 5).
a = 3 and b = 5.
a = 3 or b = 5.
If a = 3 then b = 5.
a = 3 if and only if b = 5.
If a = 3 or b = 5 then a + b = 8.
not not b = 5.
If a not = 3 and b not = 5 then
a + b not = 8.
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A single statement expressed in English can be represented in logical English
in different ways, depending on how much detail is represented. Each of the logical English representations shown below is correct. Which one to use depends
upon how much detail is relevant at the time.
Example 5. Alternative representations
English

Logical English representations

Jack will leave early if and only if the boss is not here.

L
(minimal detail)
(J ↔ B)
(more detail)
(J ↔ (~E))
(yet more detail)
(LeaveEarly(j) ↔ (~Here(b))

If transformation from English to logical English is so indeterminate, you
might wonder why anyone would do it. The short answer is that it is for the
same reason we do accounting with Arabic numerals and mathematical symbols
rather than writing it all out longhand in English. Imagine writing “A deposit of
thirty seven dollars and eighty two cents added to a previous balance of two
hundred forty dollars and seventeen cents gives a new balance of ….” in order
to balance your checkbook. The mathematical notation, even though it is not
unique and it takes time to learn to use, makes doing mathematics much much
easier. Using logical English notation has similar advantages if you want to
clearly express and reason correctly about almost anything, including computing related issues.

2.3

Parenthesis Dropping Conventions

Because complex English statements can lead to logical English expressions having
confusingly many pairs of parentheses, it is often helpful to use parenthesis dropping conventions similar to those used in mathematics. Recall for example that in
mathematics exponentiation has higher precedence than multiplication and division
and they have higher precedence than addition and subtraction. In other words,
exponentiation is done before multiplication and division which are done before
addition and subtraction, so that 3 + 5 * 7 means 3 + (5 * 7) and not (3 + 5) * 7.
Similarly, 32 + 7 * 52 means (32) + (7 * (52)).
LE Rule 3. In addition to the parenthesis dropping conventions of mathematics, the
following parenthesis dropping conventions (also called precedence rules) will be
used for logical English.
(a) ~ has the highest precedence of all.
(b) ∧ , ∨ , →, and ↔ have successively lower precedence.
(c) Matching pairs of parentheses can be removed if doing so does not cause ambiguity as to how to restore them. In particular, the outermost pair of parentheses
may be removed.

2.3 Parenthesis Dropping Conventions
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Example 6. Application of LE Rule 3.
Fully parenthesized

With parentheses dropping conventions

Part of LE3 used

(a) (~A)

~A

c

(b) (~(~A))

~~A

c twice

(c) ((~A) ∨ (~B))

(~A) ∨ (~B)
~A ∨ ~B

c
a

(d) (((~A) ∨ (~B)) → (~C))

((~A) ∨ (~B)) → (~C)
(~A) ∨ (~B) → (~C)
~A ∨ ~B → ~C

c
b
a

(e) (~A) ∨ ((~B) → (~C))

~A ∨ (~B → ~C)
but not ~A ∨ ~B → ~C

a
not allowed!

(f) ((A ∧ B) ∨ C)

(A ∧ B) ∨ C
A∧B∨C

c
b

(g) (A ∧ (B ∨ C))

A ∧ (B ∨ C)

c

(h) (A ∨ (B ∨ (C ∨ D)))

A ∨ (B ∨ (C ∨ D))
but not A ∨ B ∨ C ∨ D

c
not allowed

(i) (((A ∨ B) ∨ C) ∨ D)

((A ∨ B) ∨ C) ∨ D

c

(j) (~(A ∨ (B ↔ C)))

~(A ∨ (B ↔ C))

c

(k) ((((~A) ∧ B) → C) ↔ D)

(((~A) ∧ B) → C) ↔ D
((~A ∧ B) → C) ↔ D
(~A ∧ B → C) ↔ D
~A ∧ B → C↔D

c
a
b
b

(l) (~(A ∧ (B → (C ↔ D))))

~(A ∧ (B → (C ↔ D)))

c

Exercise 2. Fully restore parentheses to the following logical English notations.
Suggestion: work from highest to lowest precedence, in steps.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

P∨Q∧R
P∧Q∨R
P→Q∨R
P∨Q→R
(P ∨ Q) ∨ R
P ∨ (Q ∨ R)
~P → ~Q ∨ R
~(P → Q) ∨ R
~P ∧ Q ∨ R → S ↔ T
P ↔ Q → R ∨ S ∧ ~T

Exercise 3. Use the following statement letters to transform each of the English
statements below into logical English. Use parenthesis dropping.
English

Logical English

The program compiled correctly.
The file was sorted.
The file was corrupted.
There was an error in the sort routine.

P
S
C
E
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English

Logical English

The program ran correctly.
The error flag was set at line 4008.
a<b

R
F
L

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

If the program ran correctly then the file was sorted.
If there was an error in the sort routine then the file was not sorted.
If the error flag was set at line 4008 then the file was corrupted.
The program compiled correctly and the file was sorted just in case the program ran correctly
and there was no error in the sort routine.
A sufficient condition for the file being corrupted is that the error flag was set at line
4008.
A necessary condition for the file being corrupted is that the error flag was set at line
4008.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the file being corrupted is that the error flag was set
at line 4008.
The file was sorted unless the program did not run correctly.
If the program compiled correctly and the file was sorted then the program ran correctly or
a < b.
a < b if and only if the program did not run correctly or the error flag was not set at line
4008.
If a < b and the file was sorted correctly then the program ran correctly if and only if there
was not an error in the sort routine.

Exercise 4. Use the following statement letters to transform each of the Logical
English statements below into English.
Logical English

English

P
S
C
E
R
F
L

The program compiled correctly.
The file was sorted.
The file was corrupted.
There was an error in the sort routine.
The program ran correctly.
The error flag was set at line 4008.
a < b.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

R→P
~~R
~P → ~R
F→L
C ∨ E → ~P
P ∧ ~S → C

Exercise 5. Use the following statement letters to transform each of the English
statements below into logical English.

2.3 Parenthesis Dropping Conventions
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English

Logical English

6 is a domain value of the problem.
1 is a domain value of the problem.
0 is the solution value of the problem.
The domain data is sorted small to large.
The domain data is sorted large to small.

S
O
N
A
D

(a) If 1 is a domain value of the problem then the domain data is not sorted small to large or large
to small.
(b) If the domain data is sorted small to large then the domain data is not sorted large to small.
(c) If a domain value of the problem is not 6 and is not 1 then the domain data is not sorted.
(d) If 6 is a domain value of the problem then 1 is not a domain value of the problem.
(e) If the domain data is sorted large to small or small to large then the solution value of the
problem is 0.
(f) If the domain data is not sorted large to small and not sorted small to large then the solution
value of the problem is 0.
(g) A sufficient condition for the solution value of the problem to be 0 is that a domain value of
the problem is 6 if and only if the domain data is sorted small to large.
(h) If a domain value of the problem is 6 then 0 is not the solution value of the problem unless
the domain data is sorted small to large.

Exercise 6. Use the following statement letters to transform each of the logical
English statements below into English.
Logical English

English

S
O
N
A
D

6 is a domain value of the problem.
1 is a domain value of the problem.
0 is the solution value of the problem.
The domain data is sorted small to large.
The domain data is sorted large to small.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

N ∨ ~N
A ↔ ~D
S → ~O
~S ∧ ~O → ~N
N→S∨O
~(S ∧ O) → ~S ∨ ~O

